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Abstract. The SB-PRAM is a shared memory machine which hides latency by
simple interleaved context switching and which can be expected to behave almost
exactly like a PRAM if all threads can be kept busy. We report measured run
times of various versions of the MP3D benchmark on the completed hardware
of a 64 processor SB-PRAM. The main ﬁndings of these experiments are: 1)
parallel efﬁciency is 79% for 32 processors and 56% for 64 processors. 2) Parallel
efﬁciency is limited by the number of available threads.

1

Introduction and Previous Work

The SPLASH benchmark suite was designed in 1991 to test the performance of shared
memory parallel machines[9]. MP3D is a program from this benchmark suite simulating the laminar ﬂow of 40 000 particles in a wind tunnel around a space vehicle. As
particles only interact by collisions a parallelization by spatial decomposition would be
very efﬁcient even on distributed memory machines. But MP3D partitions work among
processors quite differently: every particle is always processed by the same processor.
On their way through the wind tunnel particles mix in an irregular way leading
to non local communication patterns between processors. Most cache based machines
react to this situation with thrashing. The DASH machine [8] is typical for this behaviour.
Parallel efﬁciency is 23% for 16 processors and 16% for 32 processors.1 . However, using
a cache protocol optimised for ’migratory sharing’ of data the MIT Alewife machine [4]
achieves for optimized versions of MP3D an efﬁciency of up to 84% for 16 processors
and 68% for 32 processors.
Frequent irregular accesses to shared memory do not inherently slow down parallel
machines provided network congestion and memory module congestion can be avoided
(e.g by address hashing and combining) and the latency of the network can be hidden
(e.g. by multithreading). Various combinations of address hashing, combining and multithreading are used in machines like the NYU ultracomputer [7,11], the Fluent Machine
[12], Cray T3D [1], TERA [5] and the SB-PRAM [2]. The latter machine is a reengineered version of the Fluent machine using address hashing, combining at the memory
modules and in the network nodes as well as simple interleaved contex switching. With
p processors it uses a certain number of threads th(p) per processor in order to hide
latency. Simulations suggest that for th(p) ≥ 3 · log p such a machine with cycle time τ
1
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will look to the user almost exactly like a priority CRCW-PRAM with p · th(p) processors and cycle time th(p) · τ processing one instruction per cycle provided all threads
can be kept busy. [3]. The results reported here will use p ≤ 64 processors, each with
th(p) = 32 threads. Simulations of a 16 processor SB-PRAM predict for an optimized
version of MP3D an efﬁciency of 72% [6]. In this note we present measured run times of
optimized versions of MP3D on the completed prototype of a 64 processor SB-PRAM.
On such a machine one tries to keep up to 32 · 64 = 2048 threads busy. The instruction
set of the SB-PRAM includes multipreﬁx instructions. For details about the prototype
see [10].
In section 2 we show that for such large numbers of threads the handling of collisions
between particles in MP3D becomes a bottleneck. With 32 processors the efﬁciency
drops to 59% and with 64 processors even to 27%, i.e. the machine is even slightly slower
than with 32 processors. Parallelizing the handling of collisions brings the efﬁciency
back up to 79% for 32 processors and 56% for 64 processors. Increasing the number
of particles to 80 000 increases the efﬁciency to 71% for 64 processors. In section 3
we develop and validate a simple model of the run time based on threads and available
tasks. The model shows that the less than perfect speedup ﬁgures are due to a shortage
of tasks. We draw some conclusions in section 4.

2
2.1

Optimizing MP3D on the SB-PRAM
Parallel Preﬁx Operations and Parallel Task Arrays

If locality of memory access is not an issue and multipreﬁx instructions are supported
by a combining network, then the method of choice for the parallelization and load
balancing of many scientiﬁc codes is to make use of ﬁne grained parallel task queues
[15,14] or even more simply by two-dimensional task arrays where each row contains
the data for one task. Parallel reading from or writing to different rows of a task array is
easily realized with the help of multpreﬁx adds.
Each time step of MP3D can essentially be divided into 5 phases i, each with a
number of tasks Ni in the following way :
1. ’Initialize data structures’. One task initializes for one cell the data structure handling
collissions of particles in the cell. The number N1 of tasks equals the number of
cells, i.e. N1 = 840.
2. ’move and collide particle’. One task updates for 1 particle the position. In case of
collisions it also updates direction and velocity. The number of tasks N2 equals the
number of particles, i.e. N2 = 40000. This phase consumes sequentially 95% of
the time.
3. ’add to free stream’. One task is to insert a new particle from the reservoirs into the
tunnel. The average number of tasks is N3 = 30.
4. ’move reservoir particle’. One task moves one particle in the reservoir. The number
of tasks equals the number N4 of particles in the reservoir. The reservoir contains
an extra 2% of particles, i.e. N4 = N2 · 2/100.
5. ’collide particles in reservoir’. A single task collides a pair of particles in the reservoir. The number of tasks N5 equals N4 /2.
Note that N4 and N5 depend on N2 .
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Partitioning and parallelizing work in this way [13] leads to the simulated ﬁgures
reported in [6] for up to 16 processors. Running the program on the real hardware
instead of the simulator reproduced the predicted run times and speedups to within 1
%. Running the same program on 32 or 64 processors leads to the speed ups shown in
the left column of Table 1. One sees that doubling the number of processors from 16 to
32 only increases the speed up by only 46%. Doubling the number of processors again
from 32 to 64 processors even leads to slightly deteriorated performance.
Table 1. Measured speedups of MP3D implementations for SB-PRAM
procs. old (40000 part.) new (40000 part.) new (80000 part.)
1
1.00
1.00
1.00
2
1.90
1.94
1.91
4
3.72
3.84
3.81
8
7.19
7.53
7.56
16
12.88
14.40
14.78
19.16
25.28
27.84
32
18.69
35.97
45.69
64

2.2

Parallelizing the Handling of Collisions

The deterioration of performance comes from the fact that in MP3D the processing of
collisions of particles serializes for each cell. Collisions are handled in the following
way: A processor processing particle u in cell c checks if there is a particle waiting
in the cell. If no particle is waiting, the processor leaves particle u waiting in the cell
and quits. Otherwise there is exactly one particle v waiting in the cell. The processor
collides the pair of particles u and v. None of them is waiting any more. Locks are used
in order to guarantee that at most 1 processor at a time is accessing the cell. As long as
the number of cells is large compared with the number of threads this is not a problem,
but for p = 32 processors the number 32 · p = 1028 of threads already exceeds the
number of cells. Adding more processors does not speed up this part of the computation
which happens to dominate the run time.
Fortunately the handling of collisions during one time step can be parallelized for
each cell. The problem to pair the particles in the cell is easily solved: Each cell gets
a task array with enough lines for all particles which can be in the cell simultaneously
(200 lines sufﬁce) and a pointer q indicating that already q processors have accessed the
cell. Lines in the array are numbered 0,1,2,. . . . Pointer q is initialized with 0. Suppose
processors i1 , . . . , ik are simultaneously accessing the cell with particles u1 , . . . , uk .
With a multipreﬁx add each processor ij determines q(j) = q + j − 1. If q(j) is even
processor ij leaves particle uj in row q(j)/2 waiting and quits. If q(j) is odd processor
ij waits until a particle y is waiting in row q(j)/2 and then collides particles uj and y.
With the handling of collisions parallelized in this way one gets the speed ups in the
middle column of Table 1. Parallel efﬁciency is back up to 78% for 32 processors and
56% for 64 processors. For 64 and 32 processors this is the best speed up for MP3D
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known to us. Increasing the number of particles to 80 000 improves things further as
can be seen in the right column of Table 1. Efﬁciency is now 87% for 32 processors and
71% for 64 processors.

3

Speedup as a Function of the Number of Threads

The less than perfect speed up ﬁgures can be explained with a simple run time model. Let
ti (Ni , th) be the run time of phase i with Ni tasks and th threads. Measurements show
that with the constants Ci and Ti from Table 2 the formula ti (Ni , th) = Ci +Ti ·Ni /th
models the run times of the phases with an error of at most 4% for the computation in
for phases 2 to 5 and at most 7.6% for phase 1.

Table 2. Model parameters for different stages
i
phase Ci (cycles) Ti (cycles) Ni (40000) Ni (80000)
1
reset
296237
159203
840
840
2
move
1457627
306214
40000
80000
3 add to free stream
511190
69054
30
30
4
reservoir move
304000
28800
800
1600
5
reservoir collide
236406
701946
400
800

In all phases i = 2, i.e. except phase ’move’, we have Ni (40000)/1024 =
Ni (40000)/2048 = 1. Hence these phases do not become faster as we double the
number of processors from 32
64. For N2 particles and th threads the model predicts
to
5
a run time of t(N2 , th) = i=1 ti (Ni (N2 ), th). In particular t(N2 , 1) gives the run
time of a single thread running on a single processor Therefore with respect to threads
the parallel efﬁciency is ef f (N1 , th) = t(N1 , 1)/(th · t(N1 , th)). The efﬁciency for
p processors is obtained by ef f (N1 , 32 · p) which matches the measured values up to
7.3%. 2

4

Conclusions

MP3D is a benchmark with highly irregular and non local access patterns to the memory.
We have optimized this benchmark for the SB-PRAM, an architecture designed to deal
effortlessly with irregular access patterns. We have measured parallel efﬁciencies of 79%
for 32 processors and 56 % for 64 processors. We have shown that on the SB-PRAM
architecture the efﬁciency is bounded by the number of available threads. Increasing
the number of particles from 40 000 to 80 000 increases the efﬁciency to 71% for 64
processors.
2

The 5 phases do not cover the entire work done in a computation step
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